GYM AND ATHLETIC PRODUCTS

- School fields, including Memorial Stadium!
- Fields run by non-profit organizations
- Outdoor pads for stadiums, fields and more
- Indoor wall pads for courts
- Stage, pole, post, corner and beam pads
- Equipment reconditioning
- Custom design of locker rooms
- Custom training room furnishings
- Signs and banners of many types and sizes
- Couches, seating, and metal furniture
- Office furnishings and dorm rooms
- Acoustic panels

CORNHUSKER STATE INDUSTRIES

Building opportunities by providing meaningful jobs and programming for incarcerated men and women workers.

We operate 15 shops in 5 institutions located in Lincoln, Omaha, York and Tecumseh. In FY17, we employed 525 incarcerated men and women who worked a total of 840,000 hours.

CSI custom designs gym and athletic department products for schools, universities and non-profit run athletic fields.

800 Pioneers Blvd, Lincoln, NE 68502
800-348-7537
csi.nebraska.gov
csi.salesandmarketing@nebraska.gov
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GYM PADS

Pads are an important safety measure for protecting athletes from hard surfaces. We can fabricate and completely personalize wall padding, door pads, column pads, and corner pads to ensure that your space is safe and stunning yet functional.

Corner wrap-arounds and cutouts for electrical outlets and door handles are hand-crafted in our factory to assure a perfect fit.

We stitch everything, including the logos. CSI pads last much longer than screen printed or glued pads, which fade and need to be reworked frequently.

As a result, our pads may cost a bit more but the quality, appearance and longevity of the final product is unparalleled.

Display your school pride! We design the pads to match your branding.

Ask us about exterior pads and reconditioning.

Materials:
- High quality vinyl durability rating passes a 1,000,000 double rubs abrasion test
- 59 color options available (visit our website)
- The thickness of the foam we use is available up to 3” thick

[csi.nebraska.gov/gym/athletics]